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Abstract
The second report in this series turns to focus on the trace in relation to life-writing and biography in his-
torical geography and beyond. Through attention to tracing journeys, located moments and listening to the
presence of ghosts (Ogborn, 2005), this report seeks to highlight the range of different ways in which his-
torical geographers have explored lives, deaths, and their transient traces through varied biographical ter-
rains. Continuing to draw attention in historical geography to the darkest of histories, this piece will pivot on
moments of discovering the dead to showcase the nuanced ways in which historical geography is opening
doors into uncharted lives and unspoken histories.
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Whose lives are worth living? Whose lives are
worth writing about? Whose lives are worth
remembering? (Scarparo, 2005: xi)
The bustling inner city conceals thousands who
have simply melted away into that deep, vast pic-
ture of transience, struggle and opportunity on
show in the metropolis. The lonely sometimes do
go unnoticed but usually someone comes knocking
for them in the end. (Herald Scotland, 2011)
‘Hello, is anybody there?’, bellows an unfa-
miliar voice from the world outside, the sound
reverberating into the concrete walls, passed
through to the inside only by ghosts. The flick-
ering white light from the television screen
intermittently illuminates the darkened room
of forgotten objects. Faded patterned paper
clings delicately to presents carefully selected
for the unnamed piled neatly on the mould-
stained floor. A selection of small black insects
climb the inside walls and furiously scour win-
dow ledges, looking for an escape. The sound
of drilling from the outside disturbs the hum of
the television, and with the subsequent release
of the lock the door swings violently open,
scattering a shower of accumulated dust into
the air. Largely skeletal remains are discov-
ered, entwined with the armchair situated in
the centre of the living-room, presents placed
next to where fleshy feet once rested. Almost
three years of undisturbed decomposition
leaves no body tissue intact, but identification
can finally be made by comparing dental
records with an old holiday photograph show-
ing a young woman smiling in the summer
sun.1
The tragic story of the eventual discovery of
Joyce Carol Vincent’s remains three years after
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her death in a North London bedsit in January
2006 draws attention to the ‘grisly tableau’ pre-
sented in the previous report, but turns to focus
instead upon the traces that remain. Traces can
be described as the vestiges or marks of lives
once lived and existence once experienced
(Nicholl, 2011), scattered across space and
time, and their remaining presence is the guid-
ing principle for many archaeologists, crime-
scene investigators and, arguably, historical
geographers. Media interest in Vincent’s story
centred on the grisly discovery of her decom-
posing remains and the uncomfortable ques-
tions raised about (the lack of) society,
community and compassion for fellow individ-
uals. Vincent appeared to die alone, unmissed
by family and friends, and unchecked by the
state and those who walked past her front door
in the heart of the UK’s capital city. Uneasy
critique fell upon family and their lack of con-
tact, the ‘uncaring’ role of capital enterprises
such as the electricity company and housing
renters, and the actions of the surrounding com-
munity who privately discussed ‘strange smells’
and unexplained absences yet never dared
report them (Dawar, 2006). However, the wider
question of why nobody appeared to miss Vin-
cent’s presence in the world continues to ripple
across places, leaving indelible marks on all
who encounter her story.2 Anderson (2015: 6)
notes that ‘places are constituted by imbroglios
of traces’ and therefore should always be
understood as ‘ongoing compositions of
traces’ (p. 7). Vincent’s story encapsulates this
point in miniature by highlighting the many
traces – the vestiges or marks of existence –
that can be left in place by (cultural) life and
the complex, and potentially devastating,
effect that uncovering these traces can have
on attachments to place (Anderson, 2015: 6).
The temporal aspect to traces is significant, for
over time the durability of many remnants
fades or disappears completely, but some
traces in places – visible or otherwise – will
always somehow remain.3
The attraction of the trace to historical geo-
graphers takes multiple forms and leads into
numerous terrains. For many, traces refer to the
actual remains of historical evidence: pieces of
primary material, remembered detail, marks
etched into buildings or tracks left in the land-
scape. These traces become the historical geo-
grapher’s database of past lives, experiences
and places, and are therefore often rifled
through, sifted, picked over and examined in the
finest of detail (see Norcup, 2015a; Moore,
2010; Lorimer, 2009). Yet, as Ogborn (2005:
382) has recognized, a focus on the trace can
also bring to the fore moments of movement,
negotiation and their residual effects, and there-
fore ‘might follow individual journeys, demon-
strating how both intimate and large-scale
histories and geographies intersect in wandering
paths and personal transformations’. These
moments change the perspective on examining
certain time-space collisions, opening up ave-
nues for exploring the patterns of intersection
between individual life stories and vast global
histories. For Ogborn, in his discussion of
Atlantic geographies, thinking through the trace
brings him to the door of death because, ‘with-
out a sense of the broader dynamics of life and
death in the Atlantic world, such moments of
negotiation are meaningless’ (2005: 383).
(Mass) murder, suicide, disposal of bodies, war-
fare, illness, ritual, sacrifice, and remembrance
are just some of the ways in which powerful
moments of negotiation and (mis)understanding
emerge to highlight the transformed nature of
lives lived and lives perished. Attention to the
past is often attention to the dead and their lin-
gering ‘worldly’ presence, for once death has
entered the scene nothing can remain
unchanged.4
For Ogborn (2005: 383), ‘attending to the
trace involves tracing journeys, interpreting
located moments of negotiation and listening
for the presence of ghosts’, and this report will
explore precisely these terrains through atten-
tion to biography and life-writing in historical
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geography. Inspired by Offen’s (2013) passio-
nate call in previous reports for making climate
matter, this piece seeks to move between scales
and disciplines to consider the wider signifi-
cance of why using biographical approaches
matters to a wider understanding of places and
their histories. Continuing to push for a more
active engagement in historical geography with
the darkest of histories, this piece reports on
work that centralizes lives in the midst of strug-
gle, conflict and demise, albeit in a way still
open to other points of more joyous departure.5
Consideration of lives lived and lost, and the
writing of these experiences, is also to turn
attention to the ruptures, turning-points and dis-
turbances of history that human beings have
encountered, processed, infused with meaning,
lived through and died for in certain times and
places (Berghahn and La¨ssig, 2008: 9–10).
Beginning with a discussion of tracking traces
and tracing journeys through biography and
other forms of narrating lives, the next section
will highlight how historical geographers have
encountered the trace and explored mobile and
imperial lives. Attention will then address the
turn in historical geography to examining
located moments so as to complicate the bound-
aries of traditional historical narratives, and
hence to experimental and imaginative modes
of representing lives. Finally, the report will
consider the broader ripples that work in biogra-
phy and life-writing leave in the sub-field, not-
ing the wider questions raised about whose life
is worth living, remembering and writing about.
I Tracking traces and tracing
journeys
In his commentary on the futures of transna-
tional history, Guterl (2013: 130) writes that
‘[e]very life tells us something new and excit-
ing; every life has consequences for what we
can write and imagine’. While historical geo-
graphy has frequently lent attention to human
subjects and their actions, influences and ideas
(see Matless, 2008; Driver and Martins, 2002;
Daniels, 1999; Kearns, 1997), a resurgent inter-
est in lives, afterlives and their geographies
(Featherstone, 2015; Lorimer, 2015; Forsyth,
2014; Mayhew, 2014; McGeachan, 2014; Legg,
2010; Withers, 2007) has given new insight into
how biography and life-writing can illuminate,
complicate and potentially obliterate narratives
of past lives and places.6 Berghahn and La¨ssig
(2008: 20) duly note that:
Biographies, probably more so than most other
forms of historical scholarship, sensitize the read-
ers to the fundamental openness of history, its
subjective character, to the relativity and limited
nature of historical knowledge, and to coinci-
dences and ruptures, but also to limited opportu-
nities and structural limitations in the historical
process itself.
The cracks and slippages inherent in other-
wise smooth historical narratives are revealed
by the centring of lives and experiences. The
vast differences between varieties of biographi-
cal methods and life-writing used by geogra-
phers are plentiful and have been explored in-
depth elsewhere (Daniels and Nash, 2004; Lam-
bert and Lester, 2006; Naylor, 2008).7 However,
no matter what approach is taken the process is
always methodologically challenging due to
being so reliant on tracking the traces of a life
that remain and tacking them back together in
understandable and ‘honest’ formations.8
The difficulties of creating biographical por-
traits from fragments and shards has been dis-
cussed in the sub-field (McGeachan et al., 2012;
Moore, 2010; Mackenzie, 2007; White, 2004),
but recent scholarship on pre-modern lives
has cast these challenges in a new light.
McDonagh’s (2013) geo-biographical per-
spective on the life and death of Sir Robert
Constable, a Yorkshire landowner in pre-
Reformation England, brings to the fore an
‘encounter with the limits of possibility’
(p. 52) in tracing the motivations and personal-
ities of medieval subjects. Through engaging
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with unusual biographical sources, in this case
equity court records, lives and parts of the lived
experience from the pre-modern world reveal
themselves that enable a ‘knitting together of
the personal and the political, the local and the
national, the man and his landscape’ (McDo-
nagh, 2013: 60), which seeks to raise pertinent
questions regarding the (dis)connections
between the medieval and the modern. Lilley
(2011) notes the marginal place of ‘medieval
geography’ in current geographical scholarship
(see also Jones, 2004), but McDonagh’s inven-
tive attempts to track the limited traces of lives
and experiences of people from the medieval
period demonstrate ways forward from which
this period of study could flourish.9
The capacity that writing lives has to repre-
sent the past as an elusive and complex terrain is
both powerful and challenging. Often in such
work a fluid framework is created that high-
lights subjectivity alongside wider structural,
(geo)political and ideological concerns. Several
papers in the recent special issue of ‘Historical
Geographies of Internationalism, 1900–1950’
in the journal Political Geography (see Hodder
et al., 2015) use geographical biography to
develop the key political-geographical concern
of the international, demonstrating an ability to
disrupt and dismantle known ways of thinking
about internationalist histories (see Feather-
stone, 2015; Brooks, 2015). Recent research
by Barnes and Abrahamsson (2015) into the
tangled complicities and moral struggles of Karl
and Albrecht Haushofer further emphasizes this
claim through a detailed biographical account
of father and son to ‘register the changing forms
of their complicity with the Nazi state appara-
tus, and the constraints and tensions that
ensued’ (p. 66). Through slowly unfolding Karl
and Albrecht’s lives, the authors are able to
highlight the multiple struggles of individuals
caught up within this deadly regime, the com-
plex relationship between Nazism and academic
labour (labour of geographers), and the wider
web of familial relations that becomes
entangled into complicity. The overarching pur-
pose is ‘to demonstrate that the line between
perpetrators and victims is not always easily
drawn’ (Barnes and Abrahamsson, 2015: 73),
therefore challenging neatly demarcated borders
put in place by previous historical accounts.10
For Lambert (2014: 30), ‘[t]he trace is a heur-
istic device, almost a form of qualitative ‘‘sam-
pling’’, that enables the historian to follow a
thread through the labyrinthine complexities
of a global empire’. A number of geographers
studying the spatialities of the British Empire
through a networked approach have written the
biographies of mobile imperial figures such as
Sir John Pope Hennessy (Lambert, 2014), James
MacQueen (Lambert, 2013) and George Arthur
(Lester, 2011). Complementary to such work
are the biographical portraits focusing on piracy
(Hasty, 2012) and servitude on colonies and
penal settlements of the empire. Anderson’s
highly detailed Subaltern Lives (2012) uses
fragmentary biographical accounts of convicts,
sailors, slaves, indentured labourers, indigenous
peoples and convicts to bring to light the history
of violence of the colonial regime. The snap-
shots of lives lived under the imperial regime,
such as those of George Morgan, Narain Singh
and Edwin Forbes, disclose the human impacts
of colonial capitalist labour systems, state vio-
lence and the day-to-day experiences of living
in servitude. Baigent (2013: 112) notes that
Anderson values a geographical method as not
just a way to look at imperialism from below,
‘but at a slant’. Indeed, by bringing together the
range of globally scattered (archival) traces that
remain into fragmentary biographies serves to
‘tell us something about the fundamental nature
of imperialism’ (see also Ogborn, 2008). The
‘afterlives’ of such figures are also being
explored, such as Baigent’s (2014) consider-
ation of the travelling body of nurse Kate Mars-
den and the different ways in which bodies,
texts and reputations create imagined biogra-
phies that fluctuate over space and time. This
range of imperial and mobile biographies helps
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not only to bring to light the individuals them-
selves, but also grounds the many ways in which
an empire operated at a variety of scales, giving
new perspective to how such histories can be
written, researched and imagined.
All of these works demonstrate how lives can
be deployed in spatially complex ways, often
using biography strategically to force open new
connections between places, people and experi-
ences. However, Legg (2008), in his examina-
tion of ambivalent feelings towards the
Government of India produced by Arthur Parke
Hume, seeks to push the use of biography fur-
ther by interweaving three biographical
approaches to reveal Hume’s antagonistic atti-
tude to his employer and its effects on the
ground. Drawing from the emergent school of
‘new biography’ (see Lambert and Lester,
2006), Legg seeks to pull together three
approaches to life writing – chronological, ana-
lytical and genealogical – that all work differ-
ently, although not incompatibly, to uncover
particular parts of an individual’s life. Tradi-
tional biography can often be equated with an
unreflective approach to history due to its lack
of engagement with critical theory, but Legg’s
ability to layer biographical approaches demon-
strates the diverse insights that can be provided
into the contexts and interconnections of global
and personal histories. Guteral (2013: 130),
when discussing biographical writing by histor-
ians of the trans-nation, chimes with Legg and
others by stressing that the ‘life’ in these works
reveals something new and exciting ‘about the
relations of the self to place, time, and space’
that must be cultivated further through such
innovative biographical ventures.
II Locating moments: historical/
fictional lives
Some historical geographers are therefore find-
ing the biographical narrative arc ‘from cradle
to grave’ enabling, but others remain hesitant
about turning to the practice of biography.
While some doubt the ‘spotlight’ model of bio-
graphical writing (Thomas, 2004), especially in
relation to the ‘old white men’ tradition, others
feel too constrained by its seemingly all-
knowing and all-encompassing form. Yet, the
recent storying of past lives through certain
(geo-)biographical approaches has sought
actively to resist these traditions by thinking
about located moments. The diverse attempts
by geographers to unpick the ‘geographies of
science’ (Naylor, 2010, 2005; Powell, 2007;
Livingstone, 2003; Withers, 2002) has led to a
variety of lives, spaces and located moments
being exposed for reconsideration. Living-
stone’s (2003) seminal call sparked the exami-
nation of a range of sites and spaces connected
to the making of science, but also to the lives of
its creators. Naylor and Ryan’s edited collection
New Spaces of Exploration (2009) includes
essays using a biographical approach to exam-
ine fieldwork practices and the ‘doing’ of explo-
ration in certain times and places. The scientific
work of figures such as T. Griffith Taylor, Wil-
liam J. Harding and Robert Falcon Scott is set
firmly within the sites and spaces of their lives
and their fieldwork experiences, exposing their
motivations, ‘exploratory impulse’ and the lim-
its to scientific knowledge. Similarly, Hasty
(2011), in his examination of the pirate ship in
the production of William Dampier’s scientific
travel narratives, shows that Dampier’s scien-
tific knowledge was ‘inevitably and irrevocably
bound in various ways to the ship-centred geo-
graphy of its production’ (p. 42). Livingstone’s
(2016) recent contribution to examining the his-
torical geography of Darwinism (see also
Livingstone, 2014) focuses attention on the
reactions to Darwin’s theory in Cape Colony
during the latter part of the 19th century. From
Livingstone’s analysis, a ‘complex geography
of exchange between Europe and the Cape’ is
uncovered which renders ‘local scientific cul-
tures a compound product of both ‘‘here’’ and
‘‘there’’’ (2016: n.p.). Livingstone (2016: n.p.)
argues that ‘[s]cientific knowledge remains one
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of the most potent forces on the face of the
earth’, justifying sustained inquiry into the
located moments of its creation, circulation and
reception as articulated with the spatial lives of
those bound up in its (re)making.11
These previous attempts to tell the geogra-
phies of science through a focus on the spatial
lives and located moments of its creators is but
one way in which historical geography has used
the stories of lives to disrupt the boundaries of
traditional histories. Benjamin, in his discussion
of Jetztzeit, writes that history ‘is the subject of
a structure whose site is not homogenous, empty
time, but filled by the presence of the now [Jet-
ztzeit]’; and for Boscagli the Jetztzeit is taken to
be ‘exactly the moment that cuts through his-
tory, the ‘‘now’’ that blasts its continuum open,
thus disrupting and contradicting history’s
claimed completeness’ (quoted in Scarparo,
2005: 155). Bressey’s (2013a, 2013b) varied
attempts to ‘read against the grain of the
archive’ to open up the historical geographies
of black women in Victorian London expands
how biographical approaches may challenge
both the prominent histories told and how many
other histories are forgotten. (See also Norcup
(2015b) and Maddrell (2009) for similar chal-
lenges to writing the history of geography.12)
Bressey focuses on the places and experiences
of integration in England through attention to
the relationships formed between white and
black women in the workplace and through their
families during the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries.
By exploring ‘the myriad of experiences and
geographies of integration created’, Bressey
(2013b: 542) connects these moments to a
broader understanding of women’s history. For
Bressey (2013b: 553), constructing geographical
biographies of these women and families can act
as ‘an opportunity to integrate them into the his-
tories of migration at a variety of scales . . . and
illuminate the pathways that led to settlement and
the geographies experienced in those places’.
Feminist historical geographers have given
critical attention to the politics and ethics of
archival research, drawing attention to the limits
of self-reflexivity, particularly for decolonizing
and/or anti-racist work (see Kobayashi, 2003).
Similarly to Bressey, de Leeuw (2012) works
‘against the archival grain’ – with ‘the pulse
of the archive’ – to seek resonances between the
colonial work of Alice Ravenhill and the lives
and work of extant settler colonists in present-
day British Columbia. For de Leeuw (2012:
275), small and intimate biographies act ‘as
[a] means of more completely understanding the
complex, pluralistic, chance-filled, intimate,
and personal components that underpin – if not
make up – broad systems of power, including
colonial power’. Feminist historical research is
now demanding that new emphasis be placed on
understanding integrated multicultural his-
tories, insisting that emotions and embodied
ways of knowing should be meaningfully exca-
vated from the range of archival sources being
used and explored (see Evans, 2015).
While significant attempts are being made to
broaden the cast of characters revealed in the
biographical narratives created by historical
geographers, concerns over the ‘liveliness’ of
these portraits persist. Virginia Woolf, in her
description of Victorian biography, notes that
they ‘are like wax figures now preserved in
Westminster Abbey, that were carried in funeral
processions through the street – effigies that
have only a smooth superficial likeness to the
body in the coffin’ (quoted in Atkinson, 2010:
1). However, unlike their Victorian counter-
parts, a number of historical scholars are now
stating that:
What makes biography so curious and endlessly
absorbing is that through all the documents and
the letters, the context and the witness, the con-
flicting opinions and the evidence of the work, we
keep catching sight of a real body, a physical life.
(Lee, 2005: 3)
While such ‘real bodies’ are instantly enga-
ging, they are inevitably tricky to capture on a
page; and Lee (2005: 5) argues that, instead, all
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that can be found are ‘body parts . . . relics,
legends and fragments, with the parts and bits
and gaps which are left over after the life has
ended’.13 The multiple nature of lives lived and
the difficulties inherent in trying to craft a solid
and embodied figure out of dispersed parts leads
to the biographer continuously scratching
beneath the surface of their subject’s lives, look-
ing for gaps and slippages (see Weinberg, 1992)
or searching for inventive ways in which to
(re)tell the stories of a life. Many historians
writing biography in the present, therefore, are
now experimenting with discontinuous narra-
tive approaches and montages with multiple
perspectives (Berghahn and La¨ssig, 2008: 9–
10) in order to bring into view new reflections
on lives lived and lost, and to demonstrate fur-
ther the dialogic relationship between past and
present. This trend is certainly being followed in
historical geography, with a range of imagina-
tive and creative approaches to biography and
life-writing being adopted.
Lorimer (2015), in his consideration of the
many lives of W.A. Poucher, insists on a ‘kalei-
doscopic configuration’ of his portrait, stressing
that biography ‘becomes a spatial formation
emerging through the multifarious spaces and
landscapes produced in a life’ (p. 52). From
discussions of landscape photography to per-
fumery, physique to masculinity, Lorimer
(2015) mounts an imaginative quest to splice
together interleaving spaces, sites, moments,
events, situations and associations that build to
reveal different aspects of one man’s life-world.
Never settling too long on one site, place or
moment, the narrative is continuously searching
and therefore never claiming overall ownership
over the ‘life’ presented. Parallels to this imagi-
native life-writing approach can be found in
MacDonald’s (2014) narrative essay detailing
the story of the Scottish archaeologist Erskine
Beveridge and his family. Through a focus on
Beveridge’s house situated on the Hebridean
island of North Uist, MacDonald evocatively
brings the historical geographies of the
Beveridge family and their home into present
conversations relating to land ownership,
troubled familial relations and the power of
storytelling itself. The family house, a ruin in the
present, acts as both a ‘life’ to be discussed and a
leaky container to the stories of lives presented,
for, although it holds them at bay for a time, these
are stories designed to leak into other people and
places. Figures such as George Beveridge haunt
the overall narrative, and his death marks a pivo-
tal message of the piece which seeks not to
lament ruination but instead to attune to the awa-
kened ghosts with the ‘unremarkable sorrows’
(MacDonald, 2015: 487) that they may contain.
Both Lorimer and MacDonald (see also Lor-
imer, 2013; Cameron, 2012;White, 2004) advo-
cate the power of storytelling in geography,
with MacDonald proposing that it is his inten-
tion ‘to maintain a primary commitment to
storytelling as an exemplar of geographical
writing’ (2015: 478, emphasis in original).
Debates considering both stories within aca-
demic geography and geography’s ‘telling-turn’
have recently come to the fore (see Lorimer and
Parr, 2014; Daniels and Lorimer, 2012), partic-
ularly within cultural geographies, and have
raised fresh questions regarding the limits and
potential for narrative within the discipline. The
pieces previously discussed are works of crea-
tive or narrative non-fiction, but the slippages
between fiction and non-fiction in the writing of
lives seeps into the wider conversations around
the construction of such work in a historical
framework. Scarparo (2005) discusses this rela-
tionship between history and fiction in her study
on gendered metafiction, claiming that:
[t]heir [the subject’s] survival in the present
depends upon the voices their biographers invent
for and through them. When these voices engage
in a dialogue with those of their creators, biogra-
phy becomes gendered metafiction and the reader
discovers that the biographer, like her elusive sub-
ject, is made and not found. (2005: 162, emphasis
in original)
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While the deliberate construction of the bio-
graphical subject and the tricky relationship
between subject and author are charted by his-
torical geographers entering creative and imagi-
native life-writing terrains, the boundaries
between fiction and non-fiction, slippery as they
may be, are seemingly still being maintained.
MacDonald (2015: 479) explicitly states
that he is not writing fiction and that ‘[t]he pro-
venance of this story matters to its telling’,
chiming with other like-minded historical geo-
graphers (see Thomas, 2004). Ingrained in the
archival traditions of historical geography,
MacDonald and Lorimer’s work highlights the
significance of paying acute attention to traces –
evidence of marks and vestiges of former pres-
ence – in the writing of such stories and the
place then afforded such traces in their own
disciplinary contexts.
Lorimer (2015: 54) reveals that his uncer-
tainty over the conjoining of writing biography
and geography led him to experiment with
form and style, and this inclusion of personal
detail and often background anecdote is rela-
tively uncommon in geographers’ engagement
with imaginative life-writing. However, for
some historical scholars, and in line with a
wider concern in the discipline for placing emo-
tions in research (see Smith et al., 2009), an
interest in experimenting with autobiographical
approaches is beginning to emerge (Bondi,
2014; Daniels and Nash, 2004). Recent work
concerning liminal spaces and intergenerational
trauma showcase most profoundly the threading
of traces from the past into present-day autobio-
graphical narratives (Alexander, 2016; Fewell,
2016). Barbour (2016), for example, begins
with a reflection on her mother’s jewellery box
and strands of preserved human hair found
encased within a small rectangle brooch found
within. The uncanny hair works as a symbol for
the haunting presence of the dead on the living,
and throughout the piece Barbour discusses
both the history of silences within the life of her
family, especially relating to her grandfather
and his experiences in the First World War, and
the untold dark histories that lurk in the corners
of the physical and emotional space within
families.
Similar secrets haunt the borderlands of Lor-
imer’s (2014) ‘suite of stories’ stemming from
the home of the Mackenzie family, Whitewell.
Through an excavation of its ‘secret theatre of
past relationships’, Lorimer (2014: 585) creates
a geographical essay of non-fiction that maps
the lifelines of the Mackenzie family cross-
stitched with personal and local histories of
family and place. Yet Lorimer’s tale is equally
autobiographical, highlighting his own fears
and enchantments, noting that ‘once you have
heard talk of Whitewell, it intrudes, as certain
places will . . . it worked itself inside me, taking
residence, giving pattern and purpose to
thoughts’ (2014: 584). These works of creative
life-writing are brave attempts to expose a liv-
ing past, yet the autobiographical and the
(socio)historical remain in tension. In part this
tension emerges due to the inherent instability
of autobiography between ‘self and world, lit-
erature and history, fact and fiction, subject
and object’ (Marcus, 1994: 7); and therefore
questions still always remain as to whether
autobiography in historical geography ‘will
appear either as a dangerous double agent,
moving between these oppositions, or as a
magical instrument of reconciliation’ (Marcus,
1994: 7).
III Listening to ghosts: echoes/
ripples
But maybe we also need to let things spill out over
the edges, just for a little while. When that hap-
pens, maybe we will see new features of the land-
scape. All such stories need to be told. All such
lives need to be written. (Guterl, 2013: 139)
I want to be forgotten and forgotten. (Karl Haush-
ofer’s suicide note, quoted in Barnes and Abra-
hamsson, 2015: 73)
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Scarparo (2005: 159) notes that ‘it is impos-
sible to represent the past as it really was’, for
there can be ‘no unmediated recovery, discov-
ery or recreation’ of lives as they once lived and
died, and yet it is the very process of retrieval
and (partial) reassembly that fascinates many
historical geographers in undertaking such bio-
graphical work. How approaches rupture previ-
ous historical accounts is particularly appealing
to historical geographers, as when tracing jour-
neys through imperial and mobile biographies
or unpacking located moments in the geogra-
phies of science. Creative narrative approaches,
as demonstrated previously, are also being used
in increasingly inventive ways to showcase the
complexity of the traces revealed and to signal
new ways of knowing/telling the stories of past
lives and geographies. As Guterl (2013) sug-
gests in the opening quotation of this section,
there is perhaps a need to allow historical writ-
ing on lives to ‘spill over the edges’ in order to
illuminate new worlds and experiences, a spil-
lage equally salient for historical geographers.
Returning to an earlier claim inspired by
Ogborn (2005), examining the trace in historical
geography lies at the door of death for how it
can illuminate a broader and more inclusive net-
work of life, and this report has hence found
inspiration in the starting-point of recovery after
death. Reflecting on Benjamin’s life and
method, Arendt writes:
[A]lthough the living is subject to the ruin of the
time, the process of decay is at the same time a
process of crystallization, that in the depth of the
sea, into which sinks and is dissolved what once
was alive, some things ‘suffer a sea-change’ and
survive in new crystallized forms and shapes that
remain immune to the elements, as though they
waited only for the pearl diver who one day will
come down to them and bring them up into the
world of the living. (as quoted in Smith, 2014:
preface).14
In many of the works discussed in this report
the historical geographer is acting as the ‘pearl
diver’, rescuing and recovering lives, and their
deaths, lost to history’s forces of oblivion. How-
ever, the appearance of past lives in new shapes
and forms in the present is challenging as it
cannot help but change the perspective of
‘now’. Using the process of ‘surrogation’ dis-
cussed by Roach, Ogborn (2005: 383) suggests
that, ‘whenever there is a sense of something
new, there is also the uncanny sense that this
is foreshadowed and shaped by those who have
passed that way before’. Therefore the acknowl-
edgement of such ghostly presences and the
unearthing of their stories have significant con-
sequences for the future direction of research
and writing in historical geography.
However, in the quest to track the traces of
lives once lived and to create new narratives of
the living, the dying and the dead, the ethical
questions raised by such an enterprise refuse to
be ignored. Returning to the beginning of this
report and to Joyce Vincent, it is appropriate to
end by considering the ethical dimensions to
tracking traces in the reformulation of a life and
its death. In hearing about the discovery of Vin-
cent’s remains, film-maker Carol Morley
embarked upon a project of recovering her life,
from interviewing friends to mapping her move-
ments around the city, eventually creating an
imaginative documentary entitled Dreams of a
Life (2011). Morley (2011: n.p.) stresses that
this project stemmed from a deep-rooted desire
to tell her story: ‘I couldn’t let her go . . . I
didn’t want her to be forgotten . . . I decided I
must make a film about her’ (emphasis added).
This was despite no member of Vincent’s fam-
ily or friends wishing to share their stories and
no indication from Joyce that she ever wanted
her life, death or afterlife to be repackaged and
(re)told.15 This tension is further articulated,
albeit in a different context, through Barnes and
Abrahamsson’s (2015) paper where, in the final
moments of the piece, they reveal that they have
deliberately gone against the above quoted sui-
cidal wishes of Karl Haushofer by forcing his
life to be remembered in ways he sought it not to
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be. The authors are clear about their reasons for
negating Kant’s pleas for the catharsis produced
from knowing about the difficult moral strug-
gles and tragic tangled complicity faced in the
lives revealed, but also because their inquiry can
‘deepen, enrich and complicate understanding of
the historical experience, without making
motives of the complicity appear either simply
lurid or base’ (Barnes and Abrahamsson, 2015:
73). Pertinent questions are hence raised through-
out this work over when, as Cameron (2001) has
asked, we should leave the dead alone.
Lorimer and Parr (2014: 544) contend that
‘[w]e should not assume all geographies and
every journey can be storied or, for that matter,
should be’. While this remark cautions about
ways in which lives and their deaths are con-
veyed, historical geographers are beginning to
use biographical methods to push at the bound-
aries of whose lives, perhaps for some, ought
not to be told at all. Hall et al. (2014) powerfully
demonstrate this point through their exhaustive
work on the legacies of slave-ownership in Brit-
ain. Using contextual biographies and ‘atomised
life stories’ of slave owners and their families,
the authors enable the ‘process of (re)writing
slave-ownership back into British history’ (Hall
et al., 2014: 27). Spatial relations in this study are
taken very seriously, with thought constantly
given to the intimacies of scale and place in the
re-inscribing of slave-ownership into modern
British history. Hall et al. (2014: 5) acknowledge
the difficulties present in attempting to under-
stand the worlds of slave-owners, stressing:
In focussing on slave-owners, we are inevitably
privileging their histories over the histories of
the enslaved. We have committed resources to
retrieving the histories of the slave-owners –
resources that might in theory have been
deployed in reconstructing the fragments that
remain of the lives of enslaved people, lives
often truly lost to history.
In their defence, the authors contend that
these slave-owner life stories, and their process
of recovery, matter greatly to our understanding
of terrible histories often masked behind con-
temporary peaceful surfaces. Inquiries into
studies of racial violence and genocide (see
Mbembe, 2008; Wright, 2011, for discussions
about femicide) are, in similar ways to Hall et al.
(2014), seeking means to follow traces into the
darkest of human histories. Biographical
approaches in such work are also being used
to permeate the lives of perpetrators, as shown
by the work of Barnes and Abrahamsson (2014),
and to get inside the hearts, minds and societies
of individuals responsible for committing
almost unspeakable acts of brutality and vio-
lence (see Fulbrook, 2013).16 As this report has
demonstrated, historical geographers are using a
range of inventive biographical approaches to
uncover lives and their geographies that speak
to wider histories of neglect, abuse, enslave-
ment, misunderstanding and abandonment.
Questions over whose life matters and therefore
whose life should be written about and remem-
bered are more pertinent than ever before in the
sub-field. However, as the ghostly presence of
past lives continues to whisper through the
traces that remain, historical geography appears
exceptionally well placed to listen intently,
leaving no life unnoticed, no death undisturbed
and no door unopened.
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Notes
1. This passage of creative biographical writing is con-
structed through a range of media sources discussing
the discovery of Joyce Vincent’s body and the inquest
into her death (Herald Scotland, 2011; Morley, 2011;
Dawar, 2006; Starkey, 2006).
2. Although not specifically on this topic, the work dis-
cussing the geographies of missing people explores
this tension between ‘being missed’ and ‘going miss-
ing’ (Parr et al., 2015; Parr and Stevenson, 2014).
3. This is especially revealing in the literature discussing
crime-scene investigations (see McDermid, 2015) and
will be further explored in the final report in this
series.
4. Death has recently been discussed in-depth in rela-
tion to population geography with innovative atten-
tion being given to ideas of ‘truncated life’ (Tyner,
2016).
5. Importantly, this report will not stick to a constrained
definition of biography but will instead explore the
terrains of biography and life-writing where lives
(normally one individual but not necessarily so) are
placed as central to the analysis of the work.
6. Although not discussed in this report, an important and
longstanding engagement with biography in geogra-
phy can be seen through Geographers Biobibliogra-
phical Studies, an annual serial produced on behalf of
the International Geographical Union.
7. Different terminologies have been used by geogra-
phers to describe their biographical work, such as
geo-biography (Lorimer, 2015), geographical biogra-
phy (McGeachan, 2014) and biogeographies (Patchett
et al., 2011). All of these approaches have certain
nuances, but terminologies can be slippery, and there-
fore this report uses the terms stated by the authors in
their work.
8. This notion of ‘honest’ formations will be challenged
and discussed in later sections of this paper relating to
writing non-fiction.
9. This was also mentioned as a key issue during the
plenary discussions at the ICHG 2015. Concerns were
specifically raised regarding the coverage given to
premodern and early modern periods in publishing.
10. This paper was the inspiration for the focus of this
report. A version of this paper was presented at the
RGS-IBG in 2014 and consequently moved me to
reconsider the core themes of lives and afterlives in
historical geography.
11. A significant area of study that crosses into work on
the geographies of science and its relationship to bio-
graphy can be seen in the increased attention given to
writing the history of the discipline.While not covered
in this report due to a lack of space, a number of
historical geographers have been writing and critically
reflecting upon the lives of geographers (see Keigh-
ren, 2007; Maddrell, 2009; for a more in-depth discus-
sion of this area see Withers, 2007; Naylor, 2008:
267–9; Baigent, 2004). Keighren (forthcoming) pro-
vides detailed reflections on progress in biographical
writing by historians of geography and geographical
knowledge.
12. See also the forthcoming special issue on ‘Reparative
Histories: Radical Narratives of ‘‘Race’’ and Resis-
tance’ in Race & Class, edited by Bergin and
Rupprecht.
13. It is, of course, noted that individuals do not need to be
dead to gain biographical attention, but as Lee (2005:
10) notes, ‘what we do with dead bodies is different
fromwhat we do with live ones’, and due to the frame-
work of this piece most of the attention focuses upon
geographical portraits of those no longer living.
14. This quote is used in the preface to Smith’s novelHow
To Be Both (2014), which provocatively challenges
the conventions of storytelling and biographical
writing.
15. There is a certain irony here as I too am retelling the
story of Vincent’s death without her permission or
anyone else’s. I hope I have done so with care.
16. Interestingly, Roseman (2013: 457) questions how far
the biographical approach can go in penetrating the
life-world of the perpetrator for, ‘[a]s long as the deeds
continue morally to appal us, we will continue to set
limits on the historian’s ability to get inside his or her
subject’s head’.
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